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Abstract. The tension of the state of decentralized power supply systems in thenorthern regions, including the Arctic zones, has always been determined by the specificfeatures of their geographical location and the functioning of the economy, which in themselvesgenerate a number of local energy security risks. Nevertheless, both modern and retrospectiveanalysis of energy zones in isolated hard-to-reach territories retains an assessment of the crisisof the situation without the dynamic type of its improvement in ensuring energy security. Theaggregate analysis of the formed risk matrix with the heterogeneous nature of their sources, thecategorization of the depth of consequences and the probability of implementation, made itpossible to obtain a map of local risks of energy security in decentralized regions. On the basisof this, an approach and structure of a set of recommendations for improving energy security ispresented in the model of combining the rank of the indicator's importance, the priority of risksand the expected social, environmental and economic effects in a reasonable option forchoosing solutions and recommended measures to ensure a stable state and development ofdecentralized zones of power supply and energy facilities of territories Northern regions andArctic zones.
1 Introduction
The combination of territorial factors (specificfeatures of the geographical location of the decentralizedzones of the northern regions) and situational factors ofautonomous energy forms the structural basis for themodel of the local hazard measure - the risks of reducingthe acceptable level of energy security (EnS) of thestudied territories.Accept that the "oppressed" state of the decentralizedenergy zone in relation to energy security - a decrease inindicators and abilities that characterize the provision ofcomfortable living conditions for the population and thefunctioning of energy facilities, with a certain degree ofvulnerability of the EnS level protection associated withnegative events (risk intensity, duration of exposure to

risks, severity consequences, dynamics of changes inrisks and threats).Based on the analysis of factors, conditions andstatistical data for hard-to-reach territories of the regionsof the North and the Arctic zones with the features ofdecentralized power supply and the composition of theirinherent threats, a list of examples of local risks wasformed (table 1) [1]. The analysis of groups of factorsshowed that the state of energy security of decentralizedpower supply complexes is influenced by many factors,among which the most significant are shown in Figure 1.These factors are interconnected with other factors of adifferent nature that enhance or mitigate the impact of acertain threat, and at the same time, they themselvesaffect stabilizing others.
Fig 1. Influencing factors on the state of EnS of decentralized energy complexes
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2. Local risks of energy security of decentralized areas
Table 1. Possible local risks of EnS of the decentralized power supply zone

The list should vary based on the individuallyanalyzed territories where the decentralized energycomplex of power supply operates, and the clearlyestablished composition of the EnS threats for thecurrent period of time. It is advisable to single out agroup of risks for EnS associated with an internal threatspecific to decentralized energy zones.

№ Risk name Threat status, probability of transformation
𝑅1 The risk of undersupply of electrical energy dueto a disruption in the supply (natural conditions,financial instability) or the supply of incompletefuel resources (aggravated by the dominance ofone fuel resource)

Strategic character, weakening with diversification ofresources, formation of logistics of guaranteed andreliable fuel supplies, taking into account the climaticcharacteristics of the northern regions, transportationroutes, pricing policy
𝑅2 The risk of periods of forced downtime andemergency situations due to low / lack ofqualifications of personnel

Current character, zeroed when the educational clusteris strengthened

𝑅3 The risk of a decrease in the rate of optimizationof the structure of autonomous power supplysystems (APSS) in case of insufficient / lack ofinvestment

Strategic character, weakening with the strengtheningof trends in the introduction of new availabletechnologies, the fulfillment of establishedrequirements, an orientation towards social investment
𝑅4 Risk of disruption of uninterrupted power supplyto consumers
𝑅5 The risk of high losses (energy, consumption offuel resources) due to an ineffective process ofelectricity production and reduced technical andeconomic indicators of the APSS
𝑅6 The risk of long-term elimination of a failure dueto an unacceptable reaction to an accident(climatic conditions, personnel situation,transport-territorial factors)
𝑅7 The risk of undersupply of electrical energy dueto the lack of strategic supply of fuel in therequired volume of decentralized energycomplexes (DECPS)

Strategic character, weakened by resourcediversification and targeted regional policy action

𝑅8 Risk of high equipment failure rate due todegradation state Strategic character , weakening with the strengtheningof trends in the introduction of new availabletechnologies, the fulfillment of establishedrequirements, an orientation towards social investment
𝑅9 The risk of long-term restoration of equipmentdue to the complexity of the service (lack of spareparts for a wide range of types of units, limitedcompetence of working personnel)

Current character, zeroing in case of compleximplementation of organizational and managerialdevelopment measures
𝑅10 The risk of increasing the cost of electricityproduction Strategic character, weakening with resourcediversification
𝑅11 The risk of an increase in the number of insolventpopulation - an increase in restrictions onexpenditure items
𝑅12 The risk of inappropriate priority of the use offunds Current character, weakening when adjusting regionalpolicy, the formation of internal sources ofdevelopment of the territory
𝑅13 The risk of an unacceptable decrease in theenergy efficiency of DECPS Current nature, weakening with strengthening trends inthe introduction of new available technologies
𝑅14 The risk of unacceptable losses of electricity dueto inefficient transmission

The risk of undersupply of electrical energyassociated with fuel supply for such energy zonescharacterizes the failure to meet the requirements for fueland energy saving to consumers, based on the definitionof EnS, which can bring a natural threat (sharp and long-term adverse natural phenomena, climatic changes in theoverlap of the navigation terms sea-river-winter road),financial and economic threat (insolvency of the
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population, spending of funds in case of unplanneddeposit and additional equipment to release deliveryroutes, ineffective use of energy resources withinefficient DECPS, one-sidedness of energy savingmeasures, insufficient reliability of the tank farm of fuelresources, absence and limitation of permanent transportlinks in during the year between the zones, lack ofdiversification of power supply, insufficient fuelreserves), which led to interruptions and untimelysupplies of fuel resources and a shortage of electricenergy in winter time.The risk of downtime of DECPS and unacceptabledecrease in the efficiency of DECPS associated withstaffing characterizes the violation of the reliabilitycomponent of EnS, which can bring a pronounced social,personnel, and labor resource threat (low qualification ofpersonnel, lack of qualified personnel, low qualificationsof engineering and technical workers, weak socialresponsibility), which led to an increase in equipmentfailures, erroneous decisions, power outages.For decentralized energy zones, in contrast to otherterritorial entities and centralized systems, due to thespecifics of the existence and autonomy of powersupply, there are no risks that are insignificant for thestate of EnS. This is due to the high degree ofsusceptibility to the impact of real and potential threats,primarily generated by the properties of territories, as theinternal potential of a source of risk. Acceptable(permissible) risk (ALARA principle - "as low aspossible within reasonable") combines technical, socialand economic aspects that require joint consideration.For decentralized zones, the ALARA principle isimplemented to the level of conditional probability forthe current period of time.
3.Matrix of vulnerability of decentralizedenergy zones

The elements of risk are the probability and sourcesof origin of the risk, which is described as a combinationwith the element of the potential consequences of itsexposure. In the absence of relevant statisticalinformation, the task of constructing a risk matrixsimplifies the use of a point assessment of theprobability of risk occurrence and the severity ofconsequences. In accordance with this, for the studiedterritories, a classification of the point assessment of theprobability of occurrence (table 2) and the severity of theconsequences of risks (table 3) for EnS was formed,using the main provisions of the theory of risks [2],deeply studied and adapted in works and developmentsto assess individual regions [3].The risk probability classes are determined using agradation of points with a large step and descriptions,taking into account the specifics for autonomous powersupply systems, which recognizes only the rigidboundaries of their state in the current conditions.Risk analysis uses the levels of consequencescharacteristic of decentralization conditions and thedescriptions associated with them. The class of thecategory of consequences according to the degree of"destruction" and the attainability of the level of

susceptibility and vulnerability of EnS for a specificterritory in conditions of autonomy, isolation, andseverity of the climate.
Table 2. Classification of the probability of risks

Р𝑗 Weightcoefficient Description Justification ofriskmanifestation
𝑃1 𝑅𝑖 5 points Absolutelyaccuratewith highprobability

Expressedterritorial-geographical,natural,technological,socio-economicfactors
𝑃2 𝑅𝑖 3 points Really withtheexpectationof a randomnegativeevent

Expressedterritorial-geographical,natural andsituationalfactors ofautonomy
𝑃3 𝑅𝑖 1 points Unlikely, butacceptableunderexistingconditions

Expressedterritorial-geographical,natural factors

Table 3. Classification of the severity of the consequences ofrisks
Classweightcoefficient

Consequencesto the level of"oppression"
Compliance with thelevel of risk

П1 5points High /emergencystate
Unacceptable withthe transition to anemergency state,leading to a seriousthreat to EnS / itscomponents or acomplete disruptionof activities (requiresa decrease in thedegree of impact forthe further existenceand functioning ofthe decentralizedzoneП2 3points Borderline /depressive state Unacceptable inconditions ofautonomy, with theloss of somefunctions, caused bysignificant changes(requires anassessment ofmeasures to reducethe degree of impact)П3 1points Weak /conditionallysafe current
Acceptable /tolerable withoutconsequences, as a
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state prerequisite for thepossibility ofmanifestation(requires continuousmonitoring of thesituation and in theabsence and withweak symptoms ofthe appearance ofdanger)

THEnS = (5,3,3,3,3,5,3,5,3,5,3) (2)

Pre-decentralized territories, on the example of theRepublic of Sakha (Yakutia), as a leader in terms of thescale of operation of small-scale energy facilities inconditions of discomfort, were subjected to clusteringaccording to the manifestation of the intensity of factorsprerequisites for risks (territorial-geographical,situational for autonomy). For the example underconsideration, an analysis of the local risks of the EnSwas carried out and a matrix of vulnerability of thedecentralized territories of the North and the Arcticzones to them was compiled. As a result of the aggregateanalysis of the general matrix of local risks (1), and thecategorization of the depth of damage and the probabilityof risk realization (2), a map of EnS local risks (3) wasobtained for the whole decentralized energy supply zone

П3 П2 П11 3 5 𝑅1, Group А1 3 3 𝑅2, Group А, В, С1 3 3 𝑅3, Group B, С1 3 3 𝑅4, Group А, В1 5 5 𝑅5, Group СDTр = 1 5 5 𝑅6, Group А (1)1 3 3 𝑅7, Group А1 5 5 𝑅8, Group B, С3 3 1 𝑅9, Group С1 5 1 𝑅13, Group В, С5 1 1 𝑅14, Group В, С

П3 П2 П15 15 25 𝑅13 9 9 𝑅23 9 9 𝑅33 9 9 𝑅43 15 15 𝑅5RISK RATIO = 5 25 25 𝑅6 (3)3 9 9 𝑅75 25 25 𝑅89 9 1 𝑅95 25 5 𝑅1315 3 3 𝑅14

of the study area, excluding risks with index 10-12 thisresearch view.Thirty five experts took part in the procedure forjudging the formation of a vulnerability matrix and avector of threats for decentralized energy zones, twentyfive of whom belong to a group of scientists (professors,associate professors), ten - to specialists, managers ofproduction facilities (chief engineers, chief powerengineers, chiefs of power supply regions, chiefengineers electrical networks of the East, etc.). Theinvolvement of a wide range of specialists as experts,most of whom are related to the autonomous powerindustry of the Far East, which is the leader in the scaleof operation of small-scale energy facilities andterritorial affiliation to the decentralized sector, allows usto assume a priori a sufficiently high reliability andrepresentativeness of the initial expert assessments. Theconclusions of the expert practitioners are based on theirown professional experience in decentralized powersupply systems. The risk analysis also includes theresults of many years of research into the features ofdecentralized power supply in the North: retrospectivecollection of data on situations; statistical data ofperiodic observation of the relevant industry services atthe facilities of decentralized power supply systems inthe North and the Arctic.Group A indicates the dominant dependence on thefactors of autonomy and potential of territories togenerate risks in the conditions of existence. Group B -the predominance of dependence on sources associatedwith economic factors in conjunction with thespecialization of economic activities. Group C representsthe key impact of a group of threats with the essence ofan ineffective level, incomplete focus, imperfection andlow dynamism in the formation and implementation ofthe economic policy of the region, regional energysecurity policy.The local risk map is a visual diagram of theinterpretation of the most vulnerable point in the EnSthrough the characteristic of a certain risk that mayappear for a cluster of decentralized territories with themost unfavorable consequences. The highest risk priority(criticality coefficient) in the map reflects the mostpotentially dangerous risk, taking into account thedamaging factors for the territory in comparison withothers, represents the rank of risks, which will allowtaking measures in advance to prevent and neutralizethem. The cells of the map, in which the "Risk ratio" hasthe maximum index, show the realization of the threatwith the most severe consequences for the decentralizedzone in the conditions of its existence. Namely, for aseparate example of decentralized territories [4], in caseof manifestations of factors of failure in the supply offuel resources caused by climatic and other situations,and manifestations of technical and technological factorsof energy complexes, aggravated by isolation, limitedavailability, low competence and the level of operatingpersonnel. What entails a probable shortage of electricityand heat energy to the consumer with the possiblemanifestation of severe consequences during longperiods of a sharp cold snap. A more individualconsideration of the degree of vulnerability of each
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decentralized zone shows the likelihood of themanifestation of a set of sources and situations that giverise to the realization of risks of a certain group, whichwill reveal either the duration of the aggravation of theconsequences, or its short duration with rapidlyeliminating violations and failures.Also, when carrying out the analysis, the sphere ofvital activity of each municipal formation of theinvestigated decentralized energy zones was taken intoaccount. As a result, three spheres of varying degrees ofseverity of economic specialization of economic activitywere formed: agricultural, industrial spheres, and amixed group of regions in which agriculture and industryare developed approximately equally. The conductedclustering within each group made it possible to identifythe most vulnerable spots. This analysis for the periodunder review is a good basis for developing top-priorityrecommendations for neutralizing threats to energysecurity in groups of the same type.
4. Structured diagram of the focus ofmeasures to improve the energysecurity of decentralized energy zones

The performed analysis is incorporated into ageneralized model (figure 2) of the combination of therank of the importance of the indicator, the manifestedgroup of aggravating factors of specificity, the priority ofthe risks of the map of local risks of the developed list,the expected effects of the direction of the proposedmeasures for decentralized power supply zones and thechoice of solutions for the energy sector of the territoriesof the Northern regions and the Arctic zones.The structured scheme allows you to form anindividual trajectory of each territory in successfulpositions for increasing the EnB, using a matrix and amap of local risks to plan a reasonable focus of activitiesas a composite tool for analyzing and managing theenergy security of decentralized energy zones of suchcomplex territories.The structural model is subject to systematic revisiondue to a possible change in reality and a change in theform of actions (strengthening / weakening) of variousfactors for threats. This makes it possible to formmeasures of a permanent nature, to define a tough areaof   monitoring, to reduce the risks of formingincorrect decisions in energy policy and the choice of thesequence of investment and other measures.As a whole, the tool for analyzing and managingenergy security through assessing the impact of localrisks of the EnS and understanding changes in its indexshould create conditions for building a competent,appropriate and effective regional energy security policy.Drawing up individual maps of the situation ofdecentralized power supply as part of regional energysecurity should include the context of adequacy andusefulness for conceptualizing threats and challenges,forming an advanced policy for the stableimplementation of preventive measures to neutralize

risks in a complex relationship with the dynamics ofchanging factors, conditions, situations, objectives andgoals of sustainable, strategic and socio-economicdevelopment. Energy security risk management ofterritories and electrification facilities in a decentralizedenvironment limited by various factors and conditionsshould be a fixed level in the regional segment of thestate assessment.As a consequence of the impact of local risks of EnSfor a decentralized area, there is a potential combinationof a decrease in energy supply levels and acomprehensive provision of comfortable livingconditions for the population, the disappearance of theculture of the indigenous peoples of the North (IPN), aviolation of the eco-heritage of the North and fishingzones, a disturbance of the environment for thetraditional form of nature management (reindeerhusbandry and etc.). in general, the "damage" to thesocial component of the EnS is characterized as theessence of the EnS of a decentralized zone, which canbring a socio-political threat (unaddressed actions ofregional authorities, which led to an energy imbalance ofthe territory, stagnation of economic efficiency,deterioration of the availability of electricity to theconsumer), management and legal threat (ineffectivenessof regional and social policy, which led to the sameconsequences).The observed stagnation of the socio-economicdevelopment of the decentralized zone, the growth ofdifferentiation of the level and quality of life of thepopulation of the decentralized zone, persist due to theconditions in which the DECPS functions and are of astrategic nature of an immediate decision. Adjustment ofregional policy - development by identifying the meritsand advantages of each decentralized zone,strengthening the effective focus of measures for thedevelopment of the territory in the changes in the energystructure of modern energy.Thus, the analysis has identified the most critical setof identified vulnerabilities in the decentralized regionsof the North and the Arctic zones. The proposedvulnerability matrix makes it possible to assess andpredict the impact of local risks associated withindividual threats, reflecting to a greater extent thespecificity of the territories in combination with theautonomy of power supply and creating the greatestpossibility of causing damage to decentralized energy.The resulting map of local risks of decentralized areas,taking into account these factors, gives an idea of   therisks with a high criticality coefficient, and the need forconstant monitoring of changes in their dynamics,measuring significant indicators and the general level ofenergy security of the area. The proposed structure forthe choice of measures allows plan targeted criteria forchoosing the direction of measures, to correctly assesstheir rationality and appropriate sequence for the energyzone or their groups with the same type of impact ofthreats.
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Fig. 2. A fragment of the structural diagram of the substantiation of the choice of the direction of measures to maintain the conditionsfor the implementation of the ENB of the infrastructural isolated DECPS territories of the North and the Arctic zone of the RussianFederation
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